
SOH LO 
 
 
2 Cor 5:13 - If we are out of our mind, it is for the sake of God; if we are in our right mind, it is for you. 
Written/Performed by: Only Won 
Produced by: Noel Arthurton 
 
 (Hook)  
GNOH HAI GA SOH LO, SAU LOW, SO DO GNOH HO LAY PO.  
(I'm a crazy guy, crazy guy, so crazy that I'm ridiculous)  
SOH DO GNO WUY TAM DUC TEE DAN HUY GNOH DO JEE MM DO  
(so crazy that I'll mess around and still not know what's up)  
AI YAH!....EH?....NA DO TENG MM DO?  
(Ai Yah...huh?...you still can't hear me?)  
MAN MAN TENG GNOH GONG SEEN DUC GUM NAY SEEN WUY JEE HO.  
(Listen carefully and then you'll know what's best)  
 
Yeah you heard that I'm a SOH LO. That means that I am crazy,  
hazy, please do something to amaze me. Okayze?  
Hmm...Let me think....what to say?  I don't know.  
The only think I'm certain of, is that I can flow.  
Oh No!  GNOH YEEW CHO HAY DO 
cuz YU GOW GNOH YUT KAY HAY SUN, GNOH WUY CHO DUC HO MM HO. TOONG MY GNO YUT LING HOY 
GNOH GNAN GENG, my vision will be blurry,  
and when I'm in a rush, then I really need to hurry  
up..up..up and awaaay 
is what I say when GNOH SUY LOW FOT PAY HAY.  
hey, that's just his way. I can't help it if it's true,  
but back to the subject so let me finish this haiku,  
(music cuts) or sonnet, or poem, or song. 
Call it what you want, NAY YUW HO YEE sing along.  
HAI GNOH HAI GA TONG YUN. GNOH YING MUN MENG GEEW "Only Won"  
Saved to the soul cuz GNOH HAI saved by the Son.  
 
(Hook)  
 
YUW BAY GNOH SEE HA YUT CHEE. WUT CHE even LEUNG CHEE.  
if you try to figure it out, NA WUY find out GNOH HAI CHEE SEEN,  
FAT DEEN, SUN GING all of that means "Loco"...  
the Spanish word for "Crazy" but I'm Chinese as you can see.  
But let me break this down for you another way 
Just a crazy rasta sound from a Crazy Chimaican - ay 
(Regae verse ) 
perenimene come on hear me jammin  
doin crazy things cuz you know that I’m not common  
doin' like a this and a doin' like a that a 
Crazy insane boy and it no a matter  
Want me to denounce Christ, and I say a no way a 
Gone is the days when i live like a player 
not from Jamaica, Some people try to hate cha 
A Crazy Chi-maican you can say from Chi-Maica  
Gimidy gimidy gimdy gimdy gimidy da mic a 
There is just one thing for you that you have to Remember 
 
(Hook)  
 
Verse 3 (16 bars) 
OK, GNOH JOY LAY. DAI SOM CHEE GNO YUW SEE HA  
If you still don't know what I'm talking about, well GNOH JUNG HO MA MA.  
cuz I'm an ABC, an American Born Chinese  
Not from overseas and I'm not Japanese 
Vietnamese, Philipino, Thai or Korean.  
People get us confused at times cuz they think we're all the same.  
But we're not as you can see cuz most can't understand  
this rhyme, unless you speak Chimaicanese, you won't comprehend.    CHA! 
 
(Hook)  


